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  Grandmother's clock does not "go" but Grandmother knows plenty of other ways to tell time:  blink of
  an eye, months by the waning moon, an hour in the time for grandfather to read the newspaper, and
  more.  A lyrical and touching look at the wise understanding of the nature of time fills each page.
  Lovely tone, also, of the affection between grandparents and grandchildren.

  81885-8.
  In the 1950's there were constant obstacles and hurtful situations that challenged Tricia Ann to that
  place "where all are welcome," no matter what their skin color:  the public library.  As she travels
  alone to the library she encounters friends that help her through all those hurtful and hateful
  experiences, reminding her that she is not

  In China, at a time when few girls are taught to read and write.  Ruby dreams of going to university
  with her brothers and male cousins.  Great for sex roles and China history.

  A caterpillar and a young goose become great friens, but as they grow up they undergo changes which
  separate them for awhile.  Delightful. Friendship.

  Warmth oozes from these pages.  A young bear is fascinatd by the mysterious marks he sees on
  paper.  A kind woman reads to him throughout the summer.He listens to the sounds of her voice and
  happiness washes over him.

  The rich poetry of the blues lyrics tells the history of the black experience.  The explanation of the
  blues using the call/response format from African music and the pentatonic scale.  Powerful
  messages.

  When Sonny's mother loses her job in New Orleans during the Depression, Smilin' Jack, a jazz
  musician, tells him how to organize a rent party to raise the money they need.  Illustrations are full
  of rhythm, movement, and color!

  Flora's family is busy planting seeds, except for Flora, who is planting a brick.  She waits, and waits
  and waits, for the best surprise ever.  Great for older siblings knowing everything!

  How do you know if someone far away is loving you?  Originally published in 1980... This is definitely
  super appropriate for these times.

  Sometimes we lose our tempers.  This delightful story shares about those feelings of frustration.
  This is a warm and reassuring book, perfect for sharing with anyone who is, sometimes, Bombaloo!
A teddy bear, lost by the little boy who loves him, still feels loved after being rescued by a homeless man. Themes of love, sacrifice, growing up, and homelessness.

On an afternoon like any other, an artist's imagination abruptly disappears and never returns. His quest to recover it leads him to The Last Resort. This is a celebration of literature and an homage to the power of the imagination. Wow!

An unusual and powerful use of visual and audio creation. Inspired by the author witnessing the arrival of students at a middle school. She realized that under their umbrellas, all those physical differences disappeared; the students were claiming that they were all equal in spite of their physical differences.

Hilarious rendition of Duck's bike riding adventure through the farmyard. Delightful ending. Lots of fun.

A boy adjusts to city life away from home in Hong Kong, in the Chinatown of his new American city. The beautiful paintings and moving poems shares a hear of growing up.

This is for all cat lovers! This is also a wonderful historical fiction picture book that sends us on the journey of gold seekers heading for the Klondike. An historical note at the end of the story provides further information about this dramatic chapter of North American history.

This story is a delightful, insightful, and humorous tale that playfully illustrates the value of tolerance and the rewards of simply being yourself. Also authors of The Quiltmaker's Gift.

Maga takes her granddaughter for walks throughout the seasons.

In the early years of the 20th century, a Swedish family encounters separation and other hardships upon immigrating to New York City until the son is cast in a silent movie. The book is presented as a silent movie in black & white.

Fun-filled read-aloud that reminds us that having a giant-sized heart is even more rewarding that being the spiffiest giant in town.

A young girl celebrates the name that was chosen just for her.

Mikele's gift for Papa on Father's Day makes her think about and see ribbons everywhere, but her father has his own surprise for her. After all he would not be celebrating Father's Day without her!

A beautiful visual and language presentation of a family tree.

Sarie struggles when she reads aloud in class in her South African school, but then she and her friend Auntie Anna find a book about Cinderella in Auntie Anna's old car and begin to read together.

Disliking her name as written in English, Korean-born Yoon, or "shining wisom," refers to herself as cat, bird, and cupcake, as a way to feel more comfortable in her new school and new country.

Based on the experience of a real goose, this is a tale of courage and determination come to life in Holly Meade’s dramatic paper collage art.


Togo, a Siberian husky who loves being a sled dog, leads a team that rushes to bring diphtheria antitoxin from Anchorage to Nome, Alaska. The annual Iditarod Race commemorates this historic serum run of 1925.

**Poetry and Language Play**


A collection of poems that tells how such animals as alligators, bats, penguins, bumblebees, and skunks use their different senses.


During one summer day, these creatures tell their tales, celebrating their ordinary, but extraordinary, lives in verse.

_Right Outside My Window_. Mary Ann Hoberman. MONDO. 2002.

While looking outside the window, a child sees something new each day and throughout the seasons. Interesting illustration technique.


Once again Prelutsky presents his zany view of the world by introducing us to Scanimal Land with such creatures as: Pandaffodil, Rhinocerose, Broccolions, and more. Peter Sis assists with his unique style of illustrating.


These are profound pieces collected to give readers sustenance, hope, and strength. An eclectic collection of inspired quotes from Gandhi, the Dalai Lama, Eastern Eskimo Prayer, Native American Prayer, and more. The collages combine painting, photography, and cut paper. This is a wonderful collection that will promote thoughts of unity and hope. This is surely needed during these times.


This collection of Singer’s original poems features different voices of humans and animals that reveal the true nature of crows and pay tribute to this misunderstood and remarkable bird. The illustrations are remarkable and gorgeous.


Great illustrations with powerful poems.


A counting book from one to ten that reveals the pleasure and tranquility of the Japanese garden, while introducing haiku poetry.


Wonderful read aloud, tapping toe presentation of Ella’s famous nursery song rendition. Great illustrations.


A young girl dreams of being part of a circus. Crisp language and powerful paintings.
Just for Fun

Great language, great rhythm, and great drama between clever, wise mother duck and wily stranger, the fox.

This is a fun, fun book full of language and rhythm describing the “life” of a garbage truck. Visual fun and language fun. There can’t be a child of literacy that would not love to read and reread this delightful telling. It would make a powerful choral reading.

The author introduces a surprisingly endearing character and assures young readers there’s love enough for all of us. Funny.

Dear Mrs. LaRue: letters from obedience school. Mark Teague. Scholastic Press. 2002.
Gertrude LaRue receives funny typewritten and paw-written letters from her dog, Ike, intreating her to let him leave the Igor Brotweiler Canine Academy and come back home.

Fun, Fun, Fun! An absolute must for any classroom that is planning to send home pets or plants during the summer break or any holiday. Hilarious events unfold through a letter format. Every classroom teacher needs this book!

What a delightful, funny book full of the language of “multitudes.” School of fish, flock of sheep, colony of beavers, army of frogs, and so on … all work to save Farmer Bob from the rising flood waters at the farm. Wonderful word knowledge combined with a ridiculous but loving rescue!

Another hilarious adventure of Duck…. This time a boat, sheep, frog, one oar, and big waves!

Wonderful rhythmic language and warm friendship.

The moving story of how one slow tortoise slowly made a friend.

When Henrietta becomes the first chicken in her coop to learn how to read, she uses her skills to save her aunties from becoming chicken soup.